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Abstract 
Although new criminal code of the Republic of Albania is 18 years old, again on the theory of criminal law and judicial 
jurisprudence has room for treatments and more in-depth analysis of the offenses established in the special part of it. One of them 
is the criminal offense of falsification of documents and fraud. The choice of their treatment in this paper, is done based on a very 
high judicial frequencies of the court in recent years and various positions that are held by three levels of judiciary and 
particularly by the Supreme Court in relation to specific aspects of them. In the absence of a unifying decision of High Court, the 
paper is aimed to stimulate constructive debate among legal scholars and practitioners of Albanian criminal law, relating to the 
issues discussed on it. Due to similarities with the criminal offense of falsification of documents, a considerable part of the paper 
deals with its differences with the criminal offense of fraud and the possibility of competition of these two criminal offenses 
together. By referring to the Albanian judicial jurisprudence and domestic and overseas criminal law doctrine, this paper attempts 
to identify the most reasonable solutions in relation to the controversial aspects of these offenses. In the theoretical treatment of 
the elements of these offenses, the author makes a linguistic, logical and systematic interpretation of the criminal provisions of 
the legislation that delineates these offenses, in order to respect the principle of legality of criminal law and the principle of 
prohibition of double jeopardy. 
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1. Introduction 
The Special Part of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Albania is divided into X Chapters, each one of them is 
divided into separate sections. Exactly in the III-rd Chapter "Offences against property" in section II are located 
offenses of fraud, while in section VIII of this chapter, are located offenses of falsification of documents. Although 
from an overview of the phenomenology of these offenses may be said that they have had a general uniformly 
spread over the years. According to data of the Statistical annuals of Ministry of Justice in 2009, 2010, 2011, we can 
see that these offences occupy 10-15% of the volume of all criminal cases nationwide. In the past two years it has 
been noted a greater concentration, on the cases with the charge of falsification or use of falsified documents. 
According to the Annual analysis of District Prosecution Shkoder from 2010 until 2013 (unpublished) for the crime 
of fraud has been noted an increase of the registered cases by almost 4 times. 
From a research of recent decisions of the Albanian prosecution and courts, dealing with these criminal cases, we 
have encountered several different interpretations regarding the treatment of the elements of the offenses of 
falsification of documents and the differences they have with offenses of fraud. Different interpretation of these 
elements or institutions in the past two years, has led to a deep split on decision-taking of the prosecution and further 
judicial jurisprudence, concluding in different ways, for similar cases.  
Objectives  
Although, the paper represents the personal views of the author in many of the discussed issues, staying within 
the spaces of such research, it attempts to reach conclusions, referring on the dominant viewpoints presented by the 
doctrine of criminal law and jurisprudence of the High Court of Albania. This paper aims through analysis and 
logical and comparative interpretation of judicial attitudes, to reach valid theoretical conclusions, which can serve as 
an incentive for the unification of jurisprudence regarding the offences of falsification of document and fraud.  
Materials and methods  
In order to conduct this study we were based on the case law of the High Court of the Republic of Albania and 
the domestic and foreign criminal justice doctrine. Although in this analysis are cited some of the more typical High 
Court decisions of recent years in connection with these offenses, to undertake this study, we reviewed a much 
larger number of court decisions dealing with these two types of offenses. To draw similarities and differences 
between the offenses of falsification of documents and fraud we have made a logical and systematic interpretation of 
criminal norms which provide these acts. To conduct this study we were based also on the statistical data released by 
the Ministry of Justice and the annual analysis of Shkoder district court. 
2. The elements of the offence of falsification of documents. What constitutes a document under article 186 of 
the Criminal Code? 
Article 186 of the Criminal Code, is a criminal norm with simple provision (Elezi, Kaçupi and Haxhia, 2013, p 
26), as in the description of this article, is given only the name of the offense, but doesn’t determine their constituent 
elements. This article provides that: 
"Falsification or use of falsified documents is punishable with imprisonment up to three years. When this is done 
in collaboration or more than once or has caused serious consequences, shall be sentenced with imprisonment from 
six months to four years. When falsification is made by a person who has a duty to issue the document, shall be 
sentenced with imprisonment from one year to seven years." 
Since the description of this criminal norm is simple, the treatment of its constituent elements is done by doctrine 
and jurisprudence. According to the author Ismet Elezi: "The falsification of documents is a presentation of false 
circumstances, or compilation of a completely forged document, and use of falsified documents” (1999, p 193). 
From the content of the provision of Article 186 of the Criminal Code, is noted that the offense of falsification of 
documents is done in two ways, through falsification of a document itself (partial or the whole) and through the use 
of a falsified document done before, by someone else. 
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At this moment, before doctrine and criminal law enforcement, is naturally raised the question of what should be 
considered a "document"? This question takes place only for the crime of falsification of documents (Article 186 of 
the Criminal Code), as to the other following provisions, as falsification of school documents, falsification of 
medical documents, falsification of identity cards, passports or visas or falsification of acts of civil status, from their 
content is clear that they are specific official documents. According to the dictionary of modern Albanian language 
(Thomai, Samara, Haxhillaz and Shehu 2006, p 342) the word “document” means: 
"1. Official paper that serves to prove or proves something; act of writing that contains all that is said and placed 
in a meeting, in a trial etc.; Note held by certain rules, state or organization. 2. Something written (act of writing, 
speech, deed, paper, etc.) or the draw that has historical value as evidence.” 
According to Black Law Dictionary (Garner, 2009, p. 555) the term document means: 
"1. Something tangible on which words, symbols, or marks are recorded. 2. (pl.) the deeds, agreements, title 
papers, letters, receipts, and other written instruments used to prove a fact." 
As it can be understood, in modern terminology, the term document has taken a broad sense and according to the 
context it sometimes can mean not only paper documents, but also other forms of materialization or representation 
of data coverage, such as film tapes (audio or video), film positives of the cameras, to electronic forms of storing 
facts and events with digital ways (such as hard drives or memory of different recording devices). In country law 
cases are met judgments that consider a document the vehicle’s license plates (i.e. just changing of the plate, not 
accompanied with falsifying of the circulation permit), or modifications to the vehicle chassis number.  
Regarding to the use of regular plates of another vehicle, these actions cannot qualify as falsification of 
documents, not just for the fact that plates are not documents, but primarily because in this case plates are not false, 
but are only used in another vehicle. In our opinion, although these are socially dangerous actions which deserve to 
be punished, the inclusion of such actions in the framework of Article 186 of the Criminal Code is not right, as it 
constitutes an application of the criminal law by analogy. The initial meaning of the word document is the 
presentation of information in paper and not in metal or other solid material. The right solution for the 
criminalization of these new criminal offenses (encountered only in the last 10-12 years) should come through 
enacting of new amendments for these actions on the Criminal Code, by the legislator. 
Another case of a social dangerous act, also unforeseen by Albanian criminal code, is the use of an identification 
document of another person, presenting it as his own. In this case the document that he presents has no alteration in 
the picture or in generalities or other identifying information. Therefore it cannot be considered as a falsified 
document. The document he uses is valid and true, but it is not his own, but another persons with similar likeness 
(e.g. uses sibling driving license or ID card that resemblances the user). Because this document is true, he cannot be 
charged under Article 186 of the Albanian Criminal Code, not only for falsification of documents, nor for the use of 
falsified documents. Hiding ones true identity, therefore cannot qualify as falsification or use of falsified documents. 
From a comparative view of the Italian Criminal code, this action is provided separately by article 495 of it (False 
certification or statement to a public official on the identity or on their personal qualities or other). Consequently, in 
this case the right solution for the criminalization of these actions must come through enacting of new provisions 
within the Criminal Code by the legislator. 
One of the most common types of falsified documents encountered in judicial practice are official documents, 
whose meaning is given in article 254 of the Code of Civil Procedure stipulating that: "Official acts arising from 
state bodies that contains an order, decision or any other action taken by them, or show an action by these bodies, 
make full proof of their contents. .. ". Regarding the definition of official documents, in the case law we have met a 
controversial discussion (reflected in different decision-taking) about whether a photocopy of a document (i.e. 
without being certified as a true  photocopy of the original) constitutes a document or not, under article 186 to 191 
of the Criminal Code. In many cases, the first instance courts and the appellate courts have declared guilty 
defendants, that have used photocopy before the state authorities, reasoning that these persons have benefited from 
the use of these photocopies, consequently they should be declared guilty of using falsified documents. In one case 
the High Court (Decision no. 21, dated 25.01.2012) changed the decision of the appellate court of Shkoder, 
upholding the decision of the court of first instance of Shkoder (who had previously decided to declare the defendant 
L.M. innocent of committing the offense of falsification of school documents, provided by article 187/1 of the 
Criminal Code, because the fact does not constitute a crime). The High Court in this decision states that the Court of 
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First Instance concluded correctly, when it reasoned that photocopies not authenticated by the relevant body cannot 
be considered as official documents with legal value, so as the diploma on behalf of the defendant was a photocopy, 
he has not committed the offense of falsification of school documents. 
Regarding the question to make the qualification of an "official document", we suggest that photocopies of 
documents must be differentiated into two categories. 
The first category includes simple photocopies (usually black and white) in which it is easily noted, that the 
applicant has not intended to hide the fact that they are copies and not originals. This category of photocopies does 
not deserve legal attention and therefore they do not qualify to be considered as an official document. So as in the 
case mentioned above, this action does not constitute a criminal offense. This conclusion, treated by the Italian 
doctrine of criminal law as a gross falsification “il falso grossolano” (Pelissero e Bartoli, 2011, p 488) is based on 
the fact that the state official is obligated to accept only original or authenticated documents to prove a legal fact or 
status, but not easily distinctive photocopies. 
On the other hand it is questionable whether or not it constitutes a criminal offense, use of quality colour 
photocopies of documents which with a first glance to the naked eye, is difficult to determine that they are not 
original. Based on the purpose of the user (which is clearly intended to deceive the public official) and the fact that 
generally the counterfeiting in these cases has to do with the form itself, seal, signature or official formatted 
document, in our opinion this category of photocopies should be treated as an official falsified document. 
Another question that arises is whether it should be considered falsified documents prepared by an official on the 
basis of claims of citizens? We think that these documents should not be considered falsified, in regards to their 
statements, as long as citizens have no legal obligation to tell the truth. This includes cases where the person has the 
right to avoid self-incrimination. So, for example should not be considered a falsified report house inspection held 
by the judicial police, where the owner of the apartment is not honest about the illegal items within the apartment, or 
a builder stating to construction inspectors that he has the construction permit, while in reality he doesn’t have it. 
The legal debate about "private document" is more undefined and leaves room for multiple interpretations. In this 
case the question is what kind of private letter with false information will be considered criminally punishable? We 
assess that Article 186 of the Criminal Code, protects only official acts (and in certain cases even private ones such 
as written informal private contracts, oleograph wills etc.), which in their content, must prove legally the existence 
of a will, state or certain relationships in which its compiler has a legal obligation to reflect the truth, but does not 
protect any document in the broadest sense of the word, which is not eligible to be considered a legal document. In a 
nutshell, this provision criminalizes only documents that constitute a public document or private legal valuable 
documents, but does not criminalize such submission of false data in a paper without a legal value that a friend, 
colleague or family member sends to another, or a claim of unfairness that someone does to someone else. This kind 
of untrue statement of circumstances in a document without legal value, or where the compiler has no legal 
obligation to tell the truth, is called by the Italian doctrine of criminal law as harmless falsification “falso innocuo” 
(Pisani, 2012, p 489). 
Accepting the contrary, by penalizing every kind of falsehood embodied in a paper whatever, then we should 
punish any suit rejected by the court, every other intermediate request of parties which is rejected as unfounded by 
the court, any unfounded complain, any unreasonable claim or application addressed to administrative bodies, or 
even any private letter of any untrue content, no matter how valueless it can be for the receiver. In this line of 
reasoning, we asses that is not considered a protected document under article 186 of the Criminal Code, an 
individual memo addressed to an administrative state body, to claim the recognition of a right, which they have no 
entitlement to, or belongs to a lesser extent than that he claimed in this document. 
3. The difference between the offenses of falsification of documents, from the offense of fraud. 
In judicial practice of the past two years there had been a large number of cases where prosecution accuses 
citizens who use falsified documents for committing the crime of fraud, or fraud in insurances, provided by article 
143 or 145 of the Criminal Code (and not under article 186, 187, 191 etc.). This has led to a further separation of 
judicial practice and decision-taking about the legal qualification of the actions, whether we have the offense (use 
of) of falsification of documents or fraud. From a survey of the case law before 2012, it was not found any single 
decision taken by the Court, either alleged by the prosecution for defrauding the state by individuals. This practice 
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has met deviations only in recent years (after 2012), when the prosecution began to face many denunciations from 
Regional Departments of Social Insurance for illegal pension benefits. 
For illustration we can mention the decisions no. 137, dated 16.05.2012, decision no. 05, dated 12.01.2011, 
decision no. 617, dated 16.06.2010, or decision no. 305, dated 03.06.2009 of the High Court. In all these decisions, 
during the preliminary investigations and during the trial proceedings of these offenses, is proven the fact that from 
the offense of falsification of documents have been noted consequences, but these actions were not qualified as 
fraud. Among these decisions is worth noting the decision No. 617, dated 16.06.2010 of the High Court, which 
reiterates that its position is consistent and consolidated regarded with criminal consequences associated with 
falsification. In this decision high court states that: "The criminal college estimates to underscore his position, while 
keeping in consideration of previous similar issues that in the absence of intent to financial or patrimonial profit, 
from the use of falsified documents, no person can be found guilty of committing the offense provided by Article 
186/1 of the Criminal Code."  
We endeavored above to give the notion of the offense of falsification of documents, so to be confronted with the 
criminal offense of fraud, it is necessary to make the definition of the word fraud. According to the dictionary of 
today's Albanian language (Thomai, Samara, Haxhillazi and Shehu 2006, p 1085) "Fraud is an act done by tricks, 
commitments, false promises, or flattery that someone uses to cheat another". Regarding the definition of the offense 
of fraud, the author Ismet Elezi (2002, p 178) has given this definition: "Fraud is taking or possession through lie or 
abuse of trust, of the property or property rights of another person, legal entity, or state, committed intentionally in 
order to benefit for himself or for others."  
According to the meaning given by doctrine, it can be deduced that in its originally sense, fraud is an act 
performed between human beings and not abstractly with legal entities or state. This does not mean that the offense 
of fraud cannot inflict consequences (loss of property in our case) for legal entities, or state, as it is perfectly 
possible in theory, but what is important to note is that under Albanian criminal law, the offence of fraud cannot be 
understood as an action that occurs abstractly between a person (the defendant) and the state as an legal entity. State 
or legal entities are conventional beings created by the man so they have neither intelligence nor logical skills, or 
interpretation of the facts, therefore it sounds absurd to lie to someone who has no ability to understand what is true 
and what is false. Also (if not more) sounds equally absurd to misuse the confidence of the state or legal entities, 
because they do not have feelings and logical skills and as a result they cannot differentiate people to closer or more 
distant, to reliable and unreliable (because abuse of trust make sense only when it is committed by persons who are 
entrusted in a special way by the injured himself and not by anyone). 
On the other hand it is actually known among the connoisseurs of modern legal systems, that the legal provisions 
cannot be given a metaphorical sense (even less to the criminal provisions). Giving a meaning different from the 
primary language intent by legislator, to the terms used by the criminal provision, or the extent of the effect of the 
criminal law to similar cases (previously unforeseen criminalized), is prohibited by the principle of legality of 
criminal law, provided by Article 1/c and 2 of the Albanian Criminal Code “nullum crimen, nulla poena, sine lege”. 
We consider that from the actual wording that Article 143 of the Criminal Code has, the offense of fraud, cannot be 
committed against state, or legal entities, but only in interpersonal relationships between individuals. 
In the jurisprudence of the penal chamber of the High Court it is met also another different position in relation to 
the use of falsified documents towards public administration bodies (practice which has been further applied in the 
decision-taking of the prosecution and in the jurisprudence of the two lower instances of judiciary). In this case 
(High Court, decision no. 1677, 2012), the Criminal Chamber of the High Court concluded that the use by the 
defendant P.Gj. of the falsified documents to obtain payment of disability, qualifies as a crime of “Fraud in 
insurance”, provided by Article 145 of the Criminal Code. The essence of this decision is the argument that this 
defendant through the use of falsified documents has benefited an unfair payment, so he should be found guilty for 
fraud in insurance.  
We estimate that this new approach held in this pilot decision by the criminal chamber of the High Court, is 
unfounded, since it not only contradicts its earlier consolidated jurisprudence, but primarily because it comes in 
contradiction with the spirit of the criminal code. We think so because most of the articles of Section VIII 
"Falsification of documents", provide as qualifying elements in their second paragraphs, the advent of serious 
consequences (Article 186/2, 186/a/2, 189/2, 190/2 and 191/2). So the legislator himself has been conscious that the 
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offense of falsification of documents can bring various criminal consequences, but he has estimated that the primary 
juridical relationship that is protected by these articles, is the well-functioning of the compilation and use of certain 
documents with legal value (mainly compiled by institutions and public officials) and then secondly, indirectly the 
property and economic relations. Such a conclusion is also supported by a systematic interpretation of the offenses 
of falsification of documents, which are located within Chapter III of the Special Part of the Criminal Code called 
"Criminal offenses against property and in the economic sphere". 
As far as the legislator has provided in the second paragraphs of these articles as a qualifying element the advent 
of serious consequences, deducting we can reach to the conclusion that the light consequences caused from the 
falsification of documents, are included in the first paragraphs of these respective provisions. This position was held 
systematically before by the Supreme Court which in some cases considered the purpose of the defendant for 
material gain, as a condition “sine qua non” for the existence of falsification of documents. For example in decision 
no. 10 dated 04.02.2009 the High Court has pleaded not guilty the defendant A. H. assuming that: "The offense of 
falsification of documents, provided by Article 186 of the Penal Code is always done with direct intent, but despite 
this it is necessary to be proved that falsification is done for material profit, or any other personal interest. The lower 
courts have not considered this element during the decision-taking on this case." 
4. The competition of the offense of falsification of documents with fraud offenses. 
In decision no. 356, dated 20.12.2012, the High Court stated that the offense of falsification of documents does 
not compete with the criminal offense of fraud, because the first serves as a tool for performing the latter, 
consequently the offender should be convicted guilty only under article 145 of Criminal Code (Fraud in insurance). 
Although this is now the dominant attitude followed by prosecution, there are still cases where the prosecution has 
communicated to defendants of two charges, namely falsification of documents and fraud simultaneously. 
The problem of competition screening of different offenses arises in cases where criminal acts or omissions, are 
provided as criminally punishable by two or more criminal norms (Muçi, 2012, p 339). The doctrine of criminal law 
differentiates in two groups the cases when the action(s) are penalized by two or more criminal norms, the 
concurrence (competition) of criminal acts, otherwise so called “union of criminal offences” and concurrence of 
penal norms or so called “fictitious merger” (Kambovski, 2007, p. 408). We have the competition of offenses where 
the criminal act(s) violates two different legal goods, protected by different criminal norms, such as murder with 
firearm kept without permission. In this case from the law comes the request for punishment of both the violations 
of legal goods (in the case for murder and illegal possession of military weapons). In these situations, the offender 
shall be sentenced separately for each of criminal offences and then the court unifies the two sanctions. 
In the case of criminal norms concurrence (or fictitious merge), notwithstanding that criminal action is provided 
by two or more different criminal norms, he shall be punished only by one of them, which specifically shows in 
detail the criminal injustice and demand for punishment (Kambovski, 2007, p 409). So considering the term 
"fictitious" it is obvious that although the action is provided formally by two or more criminal norms, in fact it will 
be punished only by one of them. Such cases are e.g. “Electricity theft” (Article 137 of the penal code) and “Theft” 
(Article 134), “Theft through abuse of office” (Article 135) and “Abuse of office” (Article 248), “Intentional injury” 
(Article 89) and “Premeditated murder” (Article 78, when the author initially wounds and later kills the victim, etc.). 
Limited to addressing specific inquiry object of this paper, we suffice to mention the fact that concurrence of 
norms or fictitious merge is divided into ideal fictitious merge and real fictitious merge (Salihu, 2012, p 362). The 
first has to do with the fact that a criminal act is foreseen by many criminal norms, but based on the theory of 
criminal law he should be punished only by one of these norms and the second has to do with the commitment of 
many actions which although apparently they look punishable from two or more criminal norms, they should be 
punished just by one of them (e.g. Robbery resulting in death, article 141 of penal code). What interests us more 
from this exhausting theoretical treatment is that further the ideal fictitious merge appear in three forms; subsidiarity 
(e.g. robbery with simple theft), speciality (e.g. threat and threat of the witness) and consumption (e.g., intentional 
injury and serious intentional injury when coming one after other during criminal assault). 
In the judicial case mentioned above, the High Court said that use of falsified document and offense of fraud in 
insurance do not compete as two separate offenses, because falsification is a tool used to commit fraud. Although we 
agree with the High Court conclusion that the offense of falsification of documents, does not competes with the 
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criminal offense of fraud, or fraud in insurance, we have different reasons which lead us to this conclusion. We 
judge that the high court position is not based in the concrete contents of these provisions, because as discussed 
above, both of these offenses are found in the same headings and have as common object the protection of juridical 
relations of property and economy (head III of the Criminal Code). The offenses of falsification of documents are a 
special section of norms that protect property rights, from the violations that occur as a result of using falsified 
documents. From the structure of the Albanian criminal code is noted that these sections of these two groups of 
offenses lie parallel to each other and are not interdependent. Therefore saying that falsification serves as a means of 
cheating is like saying that keeping illegal hunting weapons serves as a tool for committing the offense of keeping 
illegal military weapons. 
In support of this conclusion comes cited above argument that the offenses of falsification of documents, are not 
foreseen by the legislator as crimes that have as their unique object the protection of the accuracy of the data 
presented in them, but through this first, in essence have as their object the protection of the right of ownership and 
property rights in general. In this sense the offenses of falsification of documents are considered as offences with 
pluriofensive object. In conditions of a free market economy, it is hard to imagine that someone uses a false 
document, without somehow intended to benefit economically or financially. The enacting by legislator of heavy 
consequences as a qualifying element in the second paragraphs of most criminal provisions of falsification of 
documents, does not allow room for doubts that the offense of falsification of documents includes the consequence 
of violating public or private property as its integral part. 
Another closing argument in this line, is the fact that the offenses of falsification of currencies and checks, which 
are set in a previous section (Section VII) of the criminal code before the falsification of documents, have always as 
their object the material benefit from a particular person, but they were never considered by juridical practice as 
fraud nor has ever had even the slightest debate on this. Eventually we can ask the question, as the use of falsified 
currencies is not a tool of fraud, what reason has to be the falsification of documents, which it expressly provides the 
advent of the consequences? 
In conclusion, we estimate that the offenses of falsification of documents are not subsidiary of the offences of 
fraud, but they are parallel to each other and differ only by forms that they are committed. These two types of 
offenses do not compete with each other, because in this case should be applied the principle of specialization of 
concurrence of criminal norms “Lex specialis derogat legi generali”, where the provisions of Section VIII provide a 
particular way how in the objective part could be affected the juridical relations of property. The principle of 
prohibition of double jeopardy “ne bis in idem” (not penalizing a person twice in the same jurisdiction for the same 
crime) should be applied definitely also in this case. 
In the Italian Criminal Code, the problem of the competition of norms is solved by its article 15 called “Materia 
regolata da più leggi penali o da più disposizioni della medesima legge penale” (The matter regulated by more 
criminal laws or more provisions of the same criminal law), while in our criminal law, the legislator has left to 
doctrine and jurisprudence, its resolution case.  
5. Conclusions and suggestions. 
During the analysis of this paper for the offenses of falsification of documents, are identified several problems 
that despite the large number of practical cases, have failed to find an approximation of attitudes and solutions from 
the three levels of judiciary. Undoubtedly because of its impact on the unification of the practice of all judicial 
system, is long-awaited a decision taken by the United Chambers of the High Court on these and many other 
controversial issues of judicial practice, concerning criminal offenses of falsification of documents and fraud. 
However, in the absence of a unifying decision of the High Court, it is a daily task of practitioners of criminal law, 
to give clear reasoning when holding certain positions on these issues, based on previous jurisprudence and doctrine 
of criminal law, in order that such decisions do not become simple acts of opportunism or voluntarism. 
Also, to a high effectiveness contribution in a short time, can give even the Criminal Chamber of the High Court, 
through a more thorough analysis of the problems of such cases, by approaching them in comparison to its previous 
positions, in order to give persuasive and compelling arguments for the lower levels of judiciary. 
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Through this paper in relation to offenses of falsification of documents, we endeavoured to shed some light on 
the problems identified in this research and serve to stimulate a constructive debate among connoisseurs and 
practitioners of criminal law for these offenses, with the only goal of proper comprehension and application of the 
criminal law, in benefit of administering justice. 
In relation to normative aspects, from the above treatment of these issues, was highlighted the need for legal 
intervention, for clarification or completion of the criminal code with new criminal provisions, such as the use of 
false plates on vehicles, change in the chassis numbers of vehicles, the use of identity documents of someone else, or 
the enacting of a new provision in the general part of the Criminal Code, which will serve to define the legal rails of 
distinction between competition of offenses from competition of criminal norms, a provision which would serve not 
only the section of falsifying documents, but beyond to all the special part of the criminal code. 
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